
Crazy 1571 

Chapter 1571: waiting for the evidence 

  

That night, in the Special Investigation Group’s office. 

The information about li Feifan and his film crew was sent to the advanced computer by the various 

investigation groups like snowflakes, making Zhao Yu feel a little dazzled. 

He really wasn’t used to such an advanced information collection method. Although it was fast and 

convenient, because the information was constantly updated, Zhao Yu felt that he couldn’t concentrate. 

In comparison, he preferred to read the traditional paper reports, which felt clearer. 

However, times were changing, and Zhao Yu was trying hard to adapt to this pace. As soon as he 

received a message, he immediately opened it to check and compare the relevant information by 

category. 

In this case, the advantage of electronic devices was obvious. After Zhao Yu obtained someone’s 

information, he could immediately compare it with the video of the murder case, and quickly eliminate 

the suspect. 

Just like that, after the first round of screening, he did not manage to find another suspect in li Feifan’s 

team. 

Back then, the composition of li Feifan’s filming team was complicated. His team members came from all 

over the world, including people from various troupes, film companies, and Studios. 

Moreover, due to the special nature of the filming crew, the turnover rate of these people was even 

higher than that of the film company’s employees. They would usually leave after filming a movie! 

Especially in the later stages, as li Feifan had already been promoted to a famous director, the members 

of his filming team often numbered more than a hundred. The number was extremely large. In addition, 

it had been a long time and the records were not clear. It was simply an impossible task to check all 

these people one by one. 

Therefore, the investigators could only start with the staff who had been with li Feifan for a long time 

and were more familiar with him. 

Due to the criminal’s psychological profile, the first person they investigated was the photographer who 

had worked with li Feifan. 

However, after some investigation, Zhao Yu was able to confirm that none of the photographers who 

had worked with li Feifan matched the characteristics of the track. 

These photographers often traveled between different production teams, and very few of them could 

maintain a long-term working relationship with li Feifan. 

In short, the other suspect that Zhao Yu was looking for had yet to appear. 



However, Zhao Yu seemed to have expected this outcome. Because after the search of li Feifan’s Villa 

that day, Zhao Yu had gradually leaned towards his original idea, which was that li Feifan was still the 

first suspect in the case. 

At that moment, Zhao Yu was standing with his back to the computer screen, his mind once again 

recalling the scene in the secret underground room in li Feifan’s Villa. 

That slanted and ancient sofa had always been in his mind … 

The moment he thought of this sofa, he could imagine that someone was sitting on the sofa, leaning 

against the soft back of the sofa, admiring something … 

Then … What was he admiring? 

Although there was nothing in front of the sofa, Zhao Yu was sure that something had been placed there 

before. 

If he was not wrong, there was a television set there! And a video recorder that could play videotapes! 

If there really was a television and a video recorder there, then…He seemed to be able to solve a 

problem. That was, Kang Ziqing might really have stolen from li Feifan’s house … 

Perhaps, he had also found the secret room and thought that there must be something valuable inside 

… 

However, he only saw the television and video recorder, as well as those killing videos … 

Kang Ziqing was curious, so he watched the videotapes. 

It was in that strange environment that Kang Ziqing suddenly realized that the videos on those 

videotapes were probably not movie clips, but real murder videos! 

It was this strange atmosphere that affected Kang Ziqing … 

That night, there was a rare heavy rain, Thunder, and lightning. When he saw the real murder video in 

the secluded basement, one could imagine how terrifying it was! 

That was why he took the risk to return to the city in a panic. The rain got heavier and Kang Ziqing drove 

faster. In addition, the weather was not good, which led to him being attacked by the mudslide and 

falling off the cliff … 

In this way, perhaps all the doubts he had before could be solved! 

Now, the only thing left was … Why was li Feifan’s personality so different from the serial killer’s 

psychological profile? 

Did he profile the problem, or was li Feifan hiding something, or … 

“Boss, sister Miao is here!” Just as Zhao Yu was deep in thought, cui Lizhu suddenly pushed open the 

door and walked in, followed by Miao Ying, who had just rushed over from Guangzhou. 

Miao Ying was dressed in a uniform. Although she was still beautiful, her face looked Haggard. It could 

be seen that miss Miao did not rest much for the case … 



“They’re here!” Zhao Yu went forward and hugged Miao Ying gently.”I’ve already arranged a hotel for 

you,” he said.”You must rest well tonight!” 

“We’ll see!” Miao Ying smiled, then went straight to the point.”How is it? any progress?” 

Zhao Yu knew Miao Ying’s persistence, so he immediately told her the latest situation of the case. 

After Miao Ying heard this, she fell into deep thought just like Zhao Yu. She also felt that li Feifan was the 

biggest suspect! 

This was because, among the other suspects that were currently being investigated, no one else was 

living in the great Moon Bay Area. 

If there were other suspects, it would be hard to explain why Kang Ziqing went to great Moon Bay that 

night … 

“A car!” “No!” Zhao Yu said coldly. He then turned on the big screen and swiped it a few times, opening 

a folder marked with the word “car.” He said to Miao Ying,”I’ve already sent people to investigate li 

Feifan and his wife’s cars in detail! 

“Take a look,” Zhao Yu said, opening the information.”From 1999 to 2006, the couple changed 

seventeen cars, including luxury cars and special cars … 

“If li Feifan is really the murderer,” Zhao Yu said,”then the car he used to kidnap the girl should be one 

of these seventeen cars.” 

“Sports cars or especially expensive cars can be ruled out!” Miao Ying said without thinking,”many crime 

scenes are in the wild, so we should focus on the SUV!” 

“Yes,” Zhao Yu nodded,”but not only that, the video murder case has been going on for so many years, 

and he might not have only used one car to commit the crime!” 

“My idea is to only look at the last one!” Zhao Yu pulled open the data on the screen and pointed to one 

set of data.”In 2006, on the 15th day after Kang Ziqing’s car accident at Moon Bay, a Honda CR V car 

under li Feifan’s name happened to be reported missing. It was said that it was stolen, and it has not 

been found yet … 

“Don’t you think that this is too much of a coincidence?” 

“Oh?” “That car … That’s Li Feifan’s car. The videotape was lost. He was worried that someone would 

call the police and find information about the victim from the car, so he disposed of the car and lied that 

he lost it …” 

“In fact,” Zhao Yu said,”besides the car, we have another evidence that can help us get points!” 

“Oh?” “What evidence?” Miao Ying and cui Lizhu asked at the same time. 

“I’m also waiting for this evidence!” Zhao Yu pointed at the big screen and said mysteriously,”the 

technical team should have finished gathering the information about li Feifan’s Secret underground 

room by now, right? 

“I’m waiting … For them to send the evidence over!” 



Chapter 1572: Forced to attack 

  

“Hey,” cui Lizhu called the person in charge of the technical team and asked,”didn’t you just finish 

collecting the information?” Why hasn’t there been a report yet? 

“Hurry up and tell me, what did you find?” 

“Well, officer cui …” The technical team’s person-in-charge’s helpless voice came from the phone.”We 

searched the secret room carefully, but we found nothing!” 

“We didn’t collect any fingerprints, nor did we find any important evidence. Although we found a few 

strands of hair, they obviously belong to animals …” 

“What?” Cui Lizhu turned to Zhao Yu in disbelief and muttered,”what … Nothing? This … What does this 

mean?” 

“I’m very sorry, officer cui!” The person-in-charge explained,”although the secret room looks messy, 

someone must have cleaned it before it was placed there. There’s really nothing left …” 

“Mm …” Hearing this, Zhao Yu made a gesture to cui Lizhu, signaling her to turn the phone around. 

Then, as if he had already expected this, he said to the crowd,”it’s because we didn’t find anything that 

we’re even more certain that li Feifan is the biggest suspect!” 

“This …” Cui Lizhu thought quickly, trying to catch up with Zhao Yu’s thoughts. 

However, Miao Ying understood what Zhao Yu meant. “You’re saying that you’re too smart for your own 

good? After li Feifan found out that the videotape was missing, he immediately cleaned up the secret 

room, afraid that the police would come and search?” 

“Oh, I see …” Cui Lizhu said.”The cleaner the secret room is, the more it shows that li Feifan is up to no 

good!” 

“The car was reported missing fifteen days after Kang Ziqing’s accident,” Zhao Yu said.”That is to say, li 

Feifan must have found out that the videotape was stolen a long time ago! 

“At that time, he must have panicked, so he quickly cleaned up the room and got rid of the car! 

“These two points, in addition to proving that there is something wrong with li Feifan, can also reveal 

more information to us. For example …” Zhao Yu gently closed his eyes and said,”he knew that the car 

was the most critical evidence, because the car drove the victim, so it was likely to leave the victim’s 

information on it …” 

Zhao Yu nodded and said,”with that information, it wasn’t as simple as just washing the car, so …” Zhao 

Yu said,”he could only destroy the car to avoid future trouble!” 

“Also, he only cleaned the secret room, but didn’t try to destroy it, which means that …” Zhao Yu 

continued,”he didn’t bring the victim into the secret room.” 

“In the secret room, there should only be a television and video recorder used to watch the murder 

video, as well as the tools used by the murderer … 



“So, as long as he got rid of the things related to the case and cleaned up the secret room, he wouldn’t 

have to worry about the police coming to search!” 

Cui Lizhu clenched her fists and said,”this guy is really a pervert. I can’t imagine him sitting on the sofa 

alone in a dark secret room, watching a video of him killing people. There must be something wrong 

with li Feifan’s mind!” 

“If Zhao Yu’s speculation is correct,” Miao Ying said with deep concern,”it means that li Feifan must have 

destroyed all the evidence, or hidden it in a safe and reliable place! 

“This is very disadvantageous to our showdown with li Feifan!” 

“AI!” Cui Lizhu sighed and said,”I just asked the investigation teams in various places. So far, except for 

Miao Xiaowen, who I found, the bones of the other girls have not been found …” 

“The murderer was very careful.” Miao Ying shook her head.”I feel that even if they found the corpse, it 

would be similar to Miao Xiaowen ‘s. They would still not be able to find a direct connection between 

the victim and the suspect!” 

“If we can find the car, or the murder weapon, or the video recorder, then our chances of winning will 

be higher!” 

Di di … 

At this time, a new message appeared on the big screen. Cui Lizhu hurriedly opened it to check, but the 

message was still bad news. 

Ran Tao had found li Feifan’s DNA and compared it with the one in Kang Ziqing’s bag, but the 

comparison was not successful. 

This meant that there was no information about li Feifan in Kang Ziqing’s bag. 

Of course, just as Zhao Yu had said, even if they found li Feifan’s information, it couldn’t be considered 

valid evidence. 

“Sir.” At this time, another person rushed in from the office door. It was the local investigator, Duan Fei. 

As soon as he entered, he quickly reported to everyone,”I found out the latest news. A few months ago, 

li Feifan signed a contract with Hollywood’s Universal Pictures. He will be the director of the science 

fiction blockbuster, Crazy Cruise …” 

“So, he has already booked a ticket to Los Angeles on the 14th, which means …” Duan Fei said 

awkwardly,”after he attends the Asia-Pacific Film exchange in Thailand, he will only stay in the capital 

for a day, and then fly to the United States to shoot a movie!” 

“Ah? This is terrible!” Cui Lizhu shouted,”this is bad! If he goes to United States, it will be hard for us to 

investigate him … 

“The movie has just started filming. If we wait for him to come back and investigate, won’t it be a long 

time before we can do anything?” 

Hearing this bad news, Zhao Yu exchanged a look with Miao Ying, his face full of frustration. 



In the first few minutes, neither of them spoke. They were both weighing the weight of this game to 

solve the case … 

If they wanted to interrogate him, they had to act as soon as possible! However, in the case of such a 

serious lack of evidence, if the suspect could not plead guilty, the consequences they had to bear would 

be much more serious than other cases! 

However, if he continued to bide his time and Li Feifan went to the United States, everything would be 

in vain! They could only wait for him to return to the country and restart the investigation, but who 

knew how long that would take … 

What to do? 

Zhao Yu and Miao Ying both knew the stakes, so no one was more conflicted than they were. 

“Holy sh * t …” Finally, after thinking for a while, Zhao Yu clenched his fist and slammed the table hard, 

then said resolutely,”when we meet on a narrow road, the brave win. Let’s fight him!!” 

“Team leader Miao, write an application report to the criminal Division to arrest li Feifan and conduct a 

thorough search!” 

“Mm … Zhao Yu … But …” Miao Ying was obviously still hesitating.”We haven’t found a trump card that 

can make him confess! 

“And … And there are still some problems that we haven’t figured out …” 

“I can’t wait any longer!” Zhao Yu said determinedly,”we have to attack even if we don’t have a trump 

card! Don’t forget, he’s a murderous demon who has committed countless crimes. He’s been living a 

carefree life for nearly 20 years. As the master of unsolved cases, how can I allow him to continue living 

a carefree life? 

“Retreating without a fight is simply an insult to your father!” Zhao Yu slammed the table and shouted 

to the crowd,”I’ve decided. As soon as li Feifan gets off the plane, we’ll take action!” 

“There are still two days …” He looked at his watch and said,”so, everyone, please work hard. In these 

two days, we must find the trump card that can make li Feifan confess!” 

Chapter 1573: Famous detective VS famous director 

  

Two days later, at the Capital International Airport, at 7:15 P. M. 

When li Feifan and a group of celebrities walked out of the airport exit, there was a sudden uproar. The 

media reporters who had been waiting for a long time, as well as fans from all walks of life, immediately 

rushed over like moths. 

The fans gave flowers to their idols; The reporters picked up their microphones and looked for a suitable 

opportunity to interview him … 

In an instant, the cameras flickered, and the scene was very lively … 



However, li Feifan and the rest of the big shots were well prepared. Before the media and fans could get 

close, a team of security guards blocked their way and opened up a path for them. 

At this time, the celebrities began to respond differently according to their own situation. Some people 

were tired from the trip and did not want to stay for long, so they lowered their heads and slipped away 

from the passage. 

And some people, because they needed to be exposed in the near future, selectively accepted media 

interviews, or met up with their fans for autographs and photos … 

Because of the news that he was going to Hollywood to film, director li Feifan, who had been in the 

limelight at this film exchange, was in a good mood. Not only did he accept the flowers sent by the fans 

on the spot, but he also accepted a high-profile interview with reporters. 

There was no doubt that li Feifan was the most famous and influential among all the big shots. If it had 

been in the past, he would not have accepted interviews at will. 

The reporters saw that this was a rare opportunity, so they swarmed towards li Feifan like a swarm of 

bees, instantly making the other movie stars feel very embarrassed. 

Li Feifan spoke frankly and confidently in front of the interview camera. He learned from the experience 

he gained at the exchange meeting to the details of Hollywood’s filming. The big director talked and 

laughed, and he was funny and humorous. He received waves of applause from the reporters and fans. 

Director li was also very happy today. He said that he would do his best to make this anticipated film and 

win glory for the National Film industry. He would let fans all over the world see “made in China” not 

only as a commercial product, but also a literary masterpiece … 

When the celebrities saw that director li was in high spirits today, they all gathered around him at the 

end of the interview and gave him their blessings and encouragement! 

However, even though everyone was smiling, they all had their own thoughts. Some wanted to take the 

opportunity to curry favor with director li; Some people were chanting behind his back, hoping that his 

box office would fail; There were even people who deliberately stole the spotlight and blamed li Feifan 

for stealing their limelight … 

The interview lasted for more than 20 minutes before li Feifan left the airport with the reminder of his 

assistant. He walked along the passage built by the security guards and went straight to his fleet of cars. 

Although the Asia-Pacific Film exchange was a high-level event, it was not a mainstream meeting. 

Therefore, li Feifan did not bring many people with him, only two assistants and two bodyguards. 

At the moment, his Elfa business car was waiting on the side of the road outside the airport. His two 

assistants had already loaded his luggage and opened the door in advance. 

“Ah, Oh …” 

Li Feifan stretched lazily and got into the car. Then, he sat down on the comfortable recliner. 

After the two assistants got into the car, the car slowly drove out of the airport and headed towards li 

Feifan’s mansion in the capital … 



At this time, one of the assistants opened the memo on his phone as usual and began to introduce li 

Feifan’s schedule for the next day. 

Listening to his assistant’s report, li Feifan lazily rested his legs on the front seat. Feeling his mouth and 

tongue dry, he took out a bottle of soda from the car’s thermos and drank it … 

However, before he could finish the water, the car suddenly braked, causing him to sway forward and 

almost fall out of his seat. The soda water rushed out of the bottle and spilled on his clothes. 

“F * ck, what’s going on?” Li Feifan quickly wiped his hands and cursed angrily,”what’s wrong with you?” 

“I’m … I’m sorry, boss …” The driver in the front seat turned around and said to li Feifan in 

embarrassment,”You’re Under Arrest!” 

As the driver took off his hat, Ran Tao’s face was revealed. 

“Ah? What’s that?” “What did you say?” li Feifan asked, frowning as he clutched the bottle of soda 

water. 

“Mm … Mm …” 

In fact, according to the usual routine, after Ran Tao shouted,”you are under arrest,” a large group of 

people should have rushed into the car and handcuffed li Feifan. 

However, Ran Tao waited for a long time, and there was no movement around him, which inevitably 

made him feel embarrassed. 

“I said …” Ran Tao said timidly,”You’re Under Arrest!” I’m a police officer!” 

Pa … 

However, li Feifan threw the water bottle at Ran Tao’s face and shouted,””Where did you find this crazy 

driver? 

“Little Liu, little hou, eh?” It was only then that li Feifan realized that his security guard had disappeared. 

After the assistant saw this, he was also a little confused. He quickly took out his phone, but he didn’t 

know what to do. 

At this critical moment, the car door was suddenly opened. Zhao Yu was the first one to rush in, panting 

as he shouted at Ran Tao,” 

“Brother Tao, you stopped at the wrong place! I ran an extra 100 meters!” 

“Ah?” Ran Tao quickly looked out of the window and realized that he had made a low-level mistake. He 

quickly apologized,”I’m sorry! I was just repeating those lines …” 

Hua Hua … 

At this time, the other side of the car door was also opened, and a team of panting police officers rushed 

in. 



“Don’t move!” Zhao Yu then pressed li Feifan down on the chair, handcuffed him, and asked 

loudly,”what’s your name?” 

“Ah?” Li Feifan was terrified. He said in a trembling voice,”I … Don’t you know who I am? You … You are 

… Kidnapping?” 

“Police!” Zhao Yu cuffed himself, took out the arrest warrant, and said,”li Feifan, I have good news for 

you. You’re Under Arrest!” 

…… 

Half an hour later, outside the interrogation room of the capital’s police Department. 

“Zhao Yu,” Chen Zhuo, the liaison Officer of the central Criminal Division, said to Zhao Yu with a serious 

expression,”Division Chief Jiao is worried and is on her way here!” 

“She asked me to tell you that if you want to get special permission to extend the custody, you have to 

get some information out of her tonight! Otherwise,”Chen Zhuo said heavily,” we must not delay his 

flight to the United States!” 

“Alright, I got it!” Zhao Yu replied perfunctorily, then walked into the monitoring room next to the 

interrogation room. 

“Team leader,” Miao Ying immediately stepped forward and said,”we’ve already sealed off the news. Li 

Feifan’s assistant, security guards, and driver have all been detained!” 

“Very good!” Zhao Yu asked,”then … What’s the situation with the family?” 

“Little cui went to get it done,” Miao Ying said.”Li Feifan’s son is staying at school, and his wife, Yun Duo’ 

er, is home alone. Cui is checking if there are any paparazzi nearby. She’ll bring people in after she’s 

confirmed that it’s safe …” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu nodded, then told Miao Ying,”his wife’s testimony is also a very important part! When 

she’s here, I’ll leave the questioning to you! 

“When the time comes, you don’t need to beat around the bush with her. Go straight to the point and 

see how she will react.” 

“Don’t worry, I know what to do!” Miao Ying nodded, then went to make preparations. 

“Team leader,” at this time, Zeng ke, who had just rushed over from Feng ping, appeared in front of 

Zhao Yu and said,”li Feifan’s identity information has been collected, and we have also obtained physical 

information for video comparison!” 

“This time, I’ve called all the experts in the country over. We’ll try to compare the video information as 

fast as possible!” 

“Very good, do it!” Zhao Yu patted Zeng ke on the shoulder, then waved at Wu Xiumin and said,”Wu, 

let’s start now!” 

“Time waits for no man. We have to make this murderous demon speak as soon as possible!” 



Chapter 1574: An unexpected reaction 

  

In the dimly lit interrogation room, li Feifan sat on the interrogation chair with a calm expression. 

Although it was the first time in his life that he was in this position, he still appeared very calm because 

he had acted in many movies and TV dramas, as if he had an innate ability to adapt to unfamiliar places. 

He didn’t look like an old man who was nearly 60 years old at all. Her long hair fluttered in the wind, her 

facial features were bright, and her temperament and appearance were no less than those glamorous 

stars … 

Zhao Yu and Wu Xiumin entered the interrogation room together. Zhao Yu didn’t follow the usual rules 

of introducing the situation, but took a stack of photos and came to li Feifan. 

“Director li, do you know why we’re arresting you today?” Zhao Yu asked, then began to organize the 

photos in his hands. 

“I don’t know …” Li Feifan replied indifferently.”But I know that I have the right to remain silent and I 

have the right to wait for my lawyer … Hmm …” 

As he spoke, li Feifan saw Zhao Yu’s face clearly and asked curiously,””Why do I feel that you look so 

familiar? It’s like … We’ve met before!” 

“Of course I have,” Zhao Yu said, smiling.”Do you know who solved the headless female corpses case 

and the devil case? Have you heard of the unsolved case master?” 

“Oh … Oh …” After getting Zhao Yu’s hint, li Feifan raised his cuffed arms and said excitedly,”Zhang Yu! 

You’re the great detective Zhang Yu, right?” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu’s expression was ugly as he corrected her,”Zhao! Zhao Yu!” 

“Oh, right, right, right!” Li Feifan quickly nodded.”I’m sorry, I can’t remember clearly. I know you. Last 

year, someone showed me the script about the isolated island murder case. At that time, he wanted to 

invite you to participate in the shooting! 

“What … What’s going on?” Li Feifan asked innocently,”wasn’t it the economic Investigation division’s 

mission for me to be brought to the police station by you today? Aren’t you a detective? This … What 

did it mean? What crime have I committed?” 

As li Feifan spoke, Zhao Yu looked at him carefully, trying to find something from his subtle expressions. 

“Li Feifan, stop pretending!” Then, Zhao Yu placed Kang Ziqing’s photo in front of him and asked,”take a 

good look at it. Do you know this person?” 

“Oh?” Li Feifan frowned slightly and looked at the photo carefully. He recalled and said,”this person … 

Also looks familiar! But … It seemed like they hadn’t seen each other for many years? Who … Who is 

this?” 

‘Shit …’ 



Seeing li Feifan’s reaction, Zhao Yu had a bad feeling. 

According to his experience, when li Feifan saw Kang Ziqing’s photo, he would inevitably have some 

unconcealed distracting thoughts, which would lead to nervousness, excitement, or fear. 

However, at that moment, Zhao Yu could only see one kind of emotion from li Feifan, and that was 

curiosity! 

He was too calm, too calm, and too good at acting … As expected of a big director who was used to all 

kinds of situations. 

Looking at this situation, Zhao Yu could not help but have a bad feeling. It seemed that he had really met 

his match this time! 

Zhao Yu had no choice but to look at the invisible lie detector in the system. He thought to himself,”it 

seems that I have to use it this time.” 

It turned out that the reason why Zhao Yu chose to have a showdown with li Feifan, in addition to 

objective factors, was also because of the invisible lie detector. 

Recalling the murder exchange cases in the past, the function of the invisible lie detector was so 

powerful that it could not only detect lies, but also point to the truth. 

Perhaps the system realized that its function was heaven-defying, so it never opened it again in the later 

adventures. 

Zhao Yu thought that the system had blocked the device, the invisible camera, and the invisible tracker 

as if it was a BUG. 

However, he had never expected that he would obtain another lie detector after the last heaven and 

earth variation hexagram. 

Therefore, after that, he had spent some time studying the new lie detector. 

After studying it, Zhao Yu finally understood that the lie detector had been modified by the system. This 

time, it could no longer point to the truth and could only be used for lie detection. 

In other words, he could only conduct a lie detector test based on the subject’s various physiological 

reactions. It would not be like the last time when the lie detector could detect things that the subject did 

not even know about. 

Moreover, the lie detector in the past had a time limit. In the limited time, you could ask as many 

questions as you wanted. However, the lie detector now could only ask one question! 

Hence, Zhao Yu felt that he shouldn’t use it unless it was a critical moment. 

So, he suppressed the urge to use the prop and pointed at Kang Ziqing’s photo again.””Li Feifan, since 

you’ve chosen to lose your memory, I’ll tell you. This person’s name is Kang Ziqing. He was the one who 

stole all the important things you lost back then!” 

“Oh … I remember now. Old Kang … So it’s him …” Li Feifan smiled. Then, he frowned and asked,”you 

said that he stole my things?” This … Why didn’t I know about it? What did he steal from me?” 



Seeing li Feifan’s reaction, Zhao Yu and Wu Xiumin both tensed up. If his reaction was just an act, then 

he was really amazing! 

“Hmph!” “Hmph!” Zhao Yu snorted and immediately spread out the photos of the eleven murdered girls 

in front of li Feifan. He then shouted,”li Feifan, take a good look! You’re a smart person. Since you know 

that we’ve even gotten an arrest warrant today, don’t take any chances. We’ve already got all your 

crimes in our hands!” 

“Ah? “This is …” Li Feifan reached out and touched the photos. He looked at them carefully and 

asked,”what the hell is this? ‘What … Crime am I guilty of? 

“Wait … These … These girls, why … Why do some of them look familiar?” 

Eh? 

Hearing li Feifan’s words, Zhao Yu, Wu Xiumin, and even the other police officers in the monitoring room 

all frowned. In their opinion, li Feifan’s reaction was a little abnormal. 

If he was really the murderer, there would only be one reaction after seeing the photo of the victim, and 

that was silence. However, li Feifan was the complete opposite. 

“Eh? I … I know this one!” Unexpectedly, li Feifan’s next words were even more shocking. He picked up 

one of the photos and said,”isn’t this the missing reporter? The one called Jiao or something?” 

“Oh?” Zhao Yu was once again shocked by li Feifan’s reaction. He quickly pointed at the photo and 

asked,”have you seen her before?” 

“Cao … Cao lejiao! “I don’t think I’ve remembered wrongly,” li Feifan recalled,”I’ve seen her a few times 

and even had dinner with her … 

“Oh my God, what’s going on?” He raised his head and said innocently,”this girl is missing. She has been 

missing for many years, right? 

“This … This …” As he spoke, he picked up Wu aoshan’s photo and said,”this, this girl is a dancer! We 

met at Harland, and he danced for us … 

“This …” He picked up Zhang He’s photo and said,”this person should be an opera singer, right? I seem 

to have seen a Cantonese opera singer before! Once, during a meal, she … She put on an act for us …” 

Chapter 1575: Left hand (part one) 

  

Zhao Yu was surprised to see li Feifan’s reaction when he recognized the photo. 

Why was it like this? 

If li Feifan was the murderer and all the girls had died in his hands, how could he have reacted so 

indifferently and confusedly when he saw the photos of the victims? 

To admit that he knew those girls so quickly, did he really have nothing to do with the case, or … Had he 

been prepared for this day to come? 



If that was the case, then this person’s mentality was too strong, right? 

Could it be that … He was certain that the police would not be able to find any more evidence to convict 

him? 

Zhao Yu turned around and looked at Wu Xiumin. Wu Xiumin was also in disbelief and shook her head. 

Hmm … 

Zhao Yu pondered for a moment, then decided to give it a try. 

So, he went up to Wu Xiumin, took out a box from under the pile of information, and brought it to li 

Feifan. Then, he poured everything in the box in front of li Feifan. 

Hualalalala … 

The 11 videotapes fell to the ground with a crisp sound. 

“Hmm …” Li Feifan looked at the many videotapes and frowned even more.”What do you mean by 

this?” Please, can you tell me what happened? Do you know how precious my time is?” 

Seeing li Feifan’s reaction, Zhao Yu was once again secretly disappointed. He could not get any 

information from li Feifan’s face, so he could not help but shift his mind to the invisible lie detector in 

the system device bar. 

Could it be … 

Only this prop can be used to determine the authenticity? 

“Mm …” At this time, li Feifan saw that Zhao Yu was not speaking, so he picked up a videotape, observed 

it, and said,”this is BCT F-64, an old Sony videotape. It was the king of HD back then! 

“I remember that many digital movies were recorded with this kind of videotape …” After that, he raised 

his head and asked seriously,”officer, what do you mean by showing me these videotapes? 

“What’s recorded in this?” he asked curiously as he played with one of the discs. Is it a movie that I’ve 

shot before?” 

“…” Looking at li Feifan, who was playing with the videotape, Zhao Yu was suddenly stunned. All of a 

sudden, a lot of thoughts flashed through his mind, making him feel more and more confused. 

“Cough, cough … Cough, cough …” Seeing that Zhao Yu was silent for a long time, Wu Xiumin had to 

cough to signal him. 

“Wu Xiumin …” Zhao Yu stared at li Feifan, then waved at Wu Xiumin and said,”I’ll leave the next 

problem to you!” 

“Ah? This …” 

Normally, the interrogation of an important suspect like li Feifan would be done by Zhao Yu, who had a 

higher rank. However, Zhao Yu’s mind was obviously not on the interrogation. 



Seeing this, Wu Xiumin thought that Zhao Yu’s tinnitus had returned again. She quickly took out a few 

documents from the information Team, walked over to li Feifan, and pointed at the video recording.”Li 

Feifan, stop pretending! 

“Don’t you find these things familiar? These videotapes were stolen by Kang Ziqing from your house!” 

Wu Xiumin said,”in the basement of your villa in great Moon Bay, there is a secret room! 

“If we’re not wrong, Kang Ziqing stole these videotapes from there, right?” 

“Ah? “This …” Finally, li Feifan realized something. His expression changed and he said in a daze,”why 

can’t I understand a single thing?” 

“Good! You don’t understand, do you?” Wu Xiumin pulled out the screenshots of the girls ‘murders from 

the file and threw them in front of li Feifan.”Then I’ll tell you one by one!” 

“Let’s look at this one first …” She pointed to the screenshot of the first victim and said,”this girl was 

only 27 years old at the time, named Wei Qiqi. She was from Beicang city, Xijiang province. She was a 

singer and had appeared on a talent show in Xijiang province! 

“She went missing in November 1999. At that time, you were on vacation in Northern Cang! 

“Look at this one,” Wu Xiumin said, pointing to the next victim.”This is Cao Yiran from Guangzhou. As a 

dairy salesperson, she participated in the advertisement audition you shot!” 

“When he disappeared, you were also in Guangzhou …” 

“This is que Sha …” Wu Xiumin took a screenshot of the girl’s tragic death and placed it in front of li 

Feifan.”Do you still remember the Jin hai city travel advertisement you shot?” 

“She is the actress in the promotional video. When she disappeared, you still remained in Jin hai city to 

do the post-production work, even though you had already completed the filming! 

“This is Miao Xiaowen from Guangzhou … We have found her bones and confirmed that she has been 

killed!” In order to make the evidence she presented more shocking, Wu Xiumin directly took out the 

photo of Miao Xiaowen’s corpse. 

“This is an opera actress, Zhang He … 

“This is Wu aoshan from Qiongzhou … 

“This is Cao lejiao …” 

“O-officer … I’m begging you, can you please stop for a moment?” At that moment, li Feifan’s face 

changed, and his body trembled slightly. He interrupted Wu Xiumin and asked,”what do you mean? Are 

you suspecting that … The disappearance of these girls … Is related to me? 

“How … How is this possible?” 

“Then why not?” Wu Xiumin picked up a videotape and said,”not only did you kidnap and kill those girls, 

but you also pervertedly recorded a murder video!!!” 

“Your crimes are outrageous, worse than a beast! 



“You didn’t think that no one would come to you for revenge after you lost the videotape for so many 

years, did you?” 

“This …” Finally, li Feifan stopped talking. His lips were white and his body was trembling. He had fallen 

into great fear. 

“We’ve already searched your villa in great Moon Bay. Guess what we found?” Wu Xiumin seemed to 

have seen the hope of dealing a fatal blow, so she immediately continued to exert pressure on 

him.”Also, we found out that you have a Honda CR V! 

“This car was reported as lost after Kang Ziqing stole your videotape, and we haven’t found it yet! 

“You must have used that car to commit the crime, right? 

“After you lost the videotape, you immediately reported it as lost. In fact, you were afraid that the police 

would find the victim’s information in the car!” 

“Ah?” Upon hearing this, li Feifan was shocked as if he had been struck by lightning! 

“Li Feifan!!” Wu Xiumin slammed the table and said,”I advise you to stop struggling! The trajectory of 

your actions back then matches the time and place of those girls ‘disappearance. There are sufficient 

conditions and time for the crime to be committed … 

“You just admitted that the girls who were killed were all directly or indirectly related to you! Now, are 

you still not going to admit that you’re the one who kidnapped and killed them?” 

“I … I …” Li Feifan’s lips trembled, and his body trembled like a sieve. In an instant, he seemed to have 

aged decades. After a long while, he finally said, trembling,”I … I want … I want to wait for my lawyer!” 

Chapter 1576: Left hand (part two) 

  

“What’s wrong? Are you feeling guilty?” As soon as Wu Xiumin heard that li Feifan wanted to find a 

lawyer, she immediately put pressure on him and showed li Feifan the photos of the dead girls. She 

shouted excitedly,”look at them! Look at them!” 

“That’s 11 fresh lives! 

“They were all cheerful girls with their own Bright Futures, but they were ruthlessly destroyed by you, a 

murderous demon. Are you really that calm?” 

“I … I …” 

At this time, li Feifan no longer had the sense of superiority he had before. He looked anxious and 

nervous, and his forehead was covered in cold sweat. He lowered his head tightly, not daring to look at 

the picture in Wu Xiumin’s hand. 

“No, it’s not me …” Li Feifan explained agitatedly,”you’re all wrong. I really didn’t do it! I want … I want 

to find my lawyer! 



“If I don’t see the lawyer, I won’t answer any of your questions. Please don’t … Don’t let me see you 

again …” 

“Do you still think that your lawyer can save you?” Wu Xiumin continued to pressure him.”Are you still 

fantasizing that all of this is a movie you shot? 

“If you do an NG, everything can be repeated …” 

Just as Wu Xiumin was continuously pressuring li Feifan, Zhao Yu quietly opened the door and walked 

out of the interrogation room, exhausted. 

Zhao Yu had an unprecedented serious expression on his face. His eyes were looking straight at the 

ground, and he seemed to be in low spirits and extremely disappointed. 

Miao Ying noticed Zhao Yu’s departure and quickly pulled Zhao Yu into the monitoring room next door. 

She asked anxiously,”Zhao Yu, what’s wrong with you? Did his ears have problems again? Are you 

alright?” 

“Yes, boss,” Ran Tao said.”Why did you come out?” 

“No…” However, Zhao Yu looked sad and said weakly,”it wasn’t him!” 

“Ah?” Hearing this, everyone was shocked. They never thought that Zhao Yu would say something like 

this at such an important juncture. 

“Zhao Yu, why? Why do you say that?” Miao Ying urged. 

“Left hand …” Zhao Yu said, annoyed, then explained,”did you notice? When li Feifan took the 

videotape, he had been using his Kasaya left hand! 

“And the murderer of the video murder case used his right hand!” 

“It can’t be?” Ran Tao frowned and said,”this can be faked. What if he deliberately changed it to the left 

hand?” 

“No…” Zhao Yu took out his mobile phone and said,”I just looked at the video of him many years ago. He 

was left-handed from the beginning to the end!” 

“Perhaps his acting skills can pass off as the real thing, but his habit of holding things with his left hand 

can not be changed!” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,”so, li Feifan is not the murderer we are looking 

for!” 

“Wait …” Ran Tao raised his hand and said,”don’t be so sure. Could it be that he deliberately used his 

right hand to confuse the police when he was shooting the murder video?” 

“No…” Miao Ying immediately objected.”At that time, he never thought that the videotape would go 

missing, so he couldn’t have thought so far ahead …” 

“Then …” Ran Tao looked at li Feifan in the interrogation room and asked helplessly,”if li Feifan is not the 

murderer, what should we do now?” We’re just … Letting him go?” 



“No…” Miao Ying looked at li Feifan and said,”even if the murderer isn’t li Feifan, he must have some 

connection to it …” 

“Team leader, team leader …” At this time, Zeng ke suddenly ran into the monitoring room and said in a 

hurry,”the video comparison results are out! 

“Li Feifan’s physical information matches less than 10% of the murderer in the video, especially the 

proportion of his palm and arm. “So …” Zeng ke said gloomily,”we might have caught the wrong person. 

The murderer can’t be li Feifan!” 

“Ah …” Although everyone had been mentally prepared, Zeng ke’s words still gave them a hard blow. 

Although video comparison couldn’t be used as decisive evidence for a conviction, it played a vital role 

in eliminating suspicion. 

In that case, the police could now rule out li Feifan as a suspect! 

However, such an outcome was obviously not what everyone wanted to see. One could imagine how 

disappointed they were. 

“Team leader,” Miao Ying thought for a moment, then said to Zhao Yu,”in that case, I’ll inform Wu 

Xiumin now and ask her to change the direction of the interrogation. Let’s see if li Feifan can provide us 

with any clues.” 

“I have a feeling …” At this time, Zhao Yu did not speak, but Zeng ke suddenly said,”if there is no 

problem with li Feifan, I think we should investigate Ding Yang, the boss of Qiming movies and 

television!” 

“What?” “Why?” Ran Tao was confused. 

“Because,” Zeng ke explained,”the reason why we suspected li Feifan was entirely because of the 

evidence provided by Ding Yang! 

“Ding Yang and Li Feifan had a conflict. Could it be that he was trying to frame li Feifan?” Zeng ke 

said,”also, when cui went to their company to check the records, how could it be so coincidental that 

she found the employee’s original salary record? 

“I feel that this Ding Yang is extremely suspicious!” 

“But,” Miao Ying said,”we’ve already investigated this person. During the video murder, this person had 

been operating a company in West River, so he had no means to commit the crime!” 

“But …” Miao Ying suddenly thought of something, and her eyes lit up.”If you want to know whether 

Ding Yang framed li Feifan, you just have to ask one question!” 

“Didn’t Ding Yang say that li Feifan was the one who bought the title sponsorship for attack? 

“Let’s ask Wu Xiumin to ask li Feifan if he was shooting ‘attack’ or the commercial in Guangzhou.” 

“Good idea …” 

Ran Tao and Zeng ke agreed, and everyone turned to look at Zhao Yu. 



However, at this time, Zhao Yu was staring at li Feifan, who was outside the monitor screen, in a daze. 

He pinched his temple hard, showing a painful expression. 

“Team leader,” Miao Ying asked, concerned,”what’s wrong? Is it an old habit again? Hurry up and take a 

rest! Calm down, calm down …” 

However, Zhao Yu suddenly stretched out a finger, as if he had thought of something, and shook the 

finger hard … 

After shaking for more than ten seconds, he walked to the side of the monitoring and recording officer 

and ordered,””Replay the interrogation!” 

The recording officer quickly followed Zhao Yu’s instructions and played the interrogation replay on the 

computer. 

Zhao Yu moved the mouse and played a playback of the scene. 

When Wu Xiumin mentioned the scrapped CR V, li Feifan trembled and his eyes flashed involuntarily. He 

looked extremely nervous. 

“Why …” Zhao Yu pointed to the video and asked,”he was so calm before, but when the car was 

mentioned, he suddenly became nervous?” 

“Mm …” The team members thought hard, trying to keep up with Zhao Yu’s rhythm. 

“Look at this.” Zhao Yu played the video again.”When Wu Xiumin mentioned the secret room in the 

basement, and when li Feifan carefully looked at the videotape, his expression also changed. What does 

this mean?” he asked. 

“This means …” Miao Ying was shocked.”Li Feifan might have recognized the videotapes. He should have 

seen the videotapes before. Also, he knew about the secret room and his car …” 

“That is to say …” Miao Ying’s eyes suddenly widened.”Li Feifan already knows who the murderer of the 

video murder case, Jian Jia, is!!?” 

Chapter 1577: soul-shaking moment 

  

“Right! “Yes, yes, yes …” Ran Tao patted his head and said excitedly,”he must have already found out 

who the murderer of the video murder case is!” If it really had nothing to do with him, he wouldn’t have 

made that kind of expression!” 

At this time, Miao Ying had already run to the communication device, trying to tell Wu Xiumin the news, 

so that Wu Xiumin could immediately change the direction of the interrogation and try to find out who 

the real murderer was from li Feifan’s mouth! 

However, Zhao Yu stopped her. 

“Team leader?” Miao Ying was shocked and looked at Zhao Yu in confusion. 



“I might …” Suddenly, Zhao Yu fell into a state of near insanity. His eyes were fixed on li Feifan, who was 

in the interrogation room, and he muttered,”I might already know who the real murderer is!” 

“Ah?” The crowd was shocked again, and they all looked at Zhao Yu. 

“Miao Ying,” Zhao Yu said without blinking, as if he was in a trance.”Because the murderer didn’t rape 

those girls. We made two judgments at that time. One was that the murderer didn’t have the ability to 

do that, and the other was to seek revenge, right?” 

“There’s another possibility. The murderer has a serious mental problem!” Miao Ying added,”he’s 

mentally unstable!” 

“No… No…” Zhao Yu said.”We seem to have missed out on another possibility. The murderer … Could be 

a prostitute!” 

“Ah?” 

Zhao Yu’s words were so shocking that all the police officers present were shocked. 

“Female … Female?” Miao Ying thought quickly, her eyes filled with shock … 

“Oh my God!” Zhao Yu clapped his hands, then pointed at li Feifan, who was standing behind the mirror, 

and said loudly,”he saw those videotapes, so he knew that there was a secret room in the basement. He 

also knew about the car. So, the real murderer must be someone very close to him!” 

“This person … Who else could it be?!” 

“Ah?” The crowd was shocked again. Miao Ying was the first to answer.”Do you think the real murderer 

is li Feifan’s wife?” 

“It can’t be?” Ran Tao was dumbfounded.”Isn’t his wife the famous actress, Yun Duo’ er? I’ve seen the 

movies she acted in when I was young. Could … Could it be …” 

“Did you see li Feifan’s expression?” Zhao Yu knocked on the glass with his fingers and pointed hard at li 

Feifan.”That’s an expression of pain and disbelief! 

“Generally speaking, if he already knew who the real murderer of the video murder case was, he should 

have told the truth in order to prove his innocence!” Zhao Yu became more and more excited as he 

spoke,”but he’s been trying to find a lawyer! This means that he wants to hide the truth and protect the 

real murderer. He doesn’t want us to know the real murderer’s name …” 

“Such a big thing has happened, but he still refuses to say anything, which means …” Miao Ying 

continued,”the murderer is the family he cares about the most! 

“But, Yun Duo’ er is, after all, a woman …” Miao Ying could not believe it. “Why have we never thought 

about this before? 

“Those … Those video experts were all imposters? You can’t even tell a man from a woman?” 

“No…” Zeng ke hurriedly explained,”the murderer was wearing a tightly wrapped coat, gloves, and black 

sports shoes. Based on the clues shown in the video alone, it is impossible to determine the gender of 

the murderer!” 



“It’s just that because the murderer is taller and the nature of the case, it’s more likely that the 

murderer is male …” 

“Hey! I remember now!” Ran Tao suddenly clapped his hands and said,”Yun Duo’ er started out as an 

action movie actress. She also practiced martial arts in her early years! She’s 1.71 meters tall, and 

although she has a good figure, she’s not the kind of girl who’s delicate. She has a strong body, so it’s 

possible that she’s mistaken for a man …” 

“Jiaojiao girl …” Miao Ying shook her head and laughed bitterly.”What kind of term is that?” 

“I think … It can’t be wrong …” Zhao Yu was already in a state of shock, and his body was trembling 

slightly as he said,”Yun Duo’ er disappeared after she married li Feifan. If she has been by li Feifan’s side 

all this time, then she would be able to get in touch with whoever li Feifan has been in contact with …” 

“Aiya!” Suddenly, Ran Tao patted his head and said something even more important.”I heard from the 

gossip that before li Feifan married Yun Duo’ er, he had a girlfriend, but they fell out because of Yun 

Duo’ er! 

“Although it was li Feifan and Yun Duo’ er’s first marriage, Yun Duo’ er has never been able to get rid of 

the shadow of being the mistress!” 

“Oh?” “So …” Miao Ying said.”Yun Duo’ er was worried that the tragedy would repeat itself, so … So she 

took the risk and killed the girls who tried to get close to li Feifan?” 

“It’s very possible!” Zhao Yu nodded.”From the murder video, we can see that the murderer killed with 

emotions …” 

“I …” Zeng ke was so scared that his face turned pale. He said helplessly,”I’ll go and check Yun Duo’ er’s 

information!” 

“Wait a moment!” At the crucial moment, Zhao Yu suddenly thought of another important problem and 

shouted,”oh no! Cui … Little cui …” 

“This is terrible!” When Zhao Yu said this, Miao Ying was shocked.”Xiao Cui is on her way to bring Yun 

Duo’ er to the police station for questioning! “Now, now …” She looked at her watch.”You should have 

received it by now, right?” 

“Damn it!” Zhao Yu took out his phone like a madman and pressed the button to call cui Lizhu! 

Whoosh … 

Whoosh … 

Just as he was waiting for the call to connect, Zhao Yu’s heart was already in his throat. If Yun Duo’ er 

was really the real murderer of the video murder case, then she must be an extremely dangerous 

person! 

Whoosh … 

Whoosh … 



After six or seven rings, the call was finally connected. Cui Lizhu’s clear voice came through the 

phone.”Boss, how is it? is there any new information?” 

Hearing cui Lizhu’s voice, Zhao Yu was relieved. 

“Little cui, little cui!” He suppressed his impulse and asked cui Lizhu in a low voice,”where are you now? 

Have you picked him up?” 

“Oh, you’re talking about Madam li! “Yes,” cui Lizhu replied.”I’m with her now!” Hmm … We’ll be there 

in about ten minutes! 

“Boss, how is it?” Cui Lizhu also lowered her voice and asked quietly,”did he confess?” 

“Xiao Cui …” Zhao Yu said quickly,”listen to me, you must listen carefully! From now on, no matter what 

I say, you have to speak as if it’s normal. Don’t let anyone else notice it, understand? If you understand, 

just say “Oh”!” 

“Oh …” Cui Lizhu finally realized that there was something wrong with Zhao Yu’s tone, and her voice 

became serious. 

“Listen, we suspect that Yun Duo’ er might be the real murderer. She is an extremely dangerous person! 

That’s why I need you to handcuff her together with all the other police officers present …” 

“Ah!” 

Before Zhao Yu could finish his sentence, there was a sudden scream from the phone! 

The scream was from cui Lizhu, and at the same time, the communication signal on the mobile phone 

was cut off … 

Chapter 1578: A familiar look 

  

Wuuu … 

The Aston Martin ONE7 let out a crazy roar and rushed out of the capital’s police station at lightning 

speed, heading straight to the scene of the accident. 

Coincidentally, after Zhao Yu got his hands on the top-class sports car, he had been parking it in the 

garage of cui Lizhu’s Villa. 

In order not to waste the luxury car, Zhao Yu had been using the sports car to arrest li Feifan in the 

capital. Today, he finally put it to use. 

At that moment, when cui Lizhu suddenly screamed on the phone and couldn’t be contacted, Zhao Yu 

was naturally anxious and immediately drove to the scene of the accident. 

There was no doubt that cui Lizhu had met with an accident. It was very likely that Yun Duo’ er had a 

problem … 

Wuuu … 



At that moment, Zhao Yu’s mind was blank, and he wanted to fly. 

After spending so much time together, he had already treated cui Lizhu as his own family. If anything 

happened to her, he would definitely regret it for the rest of his life. 

Miao Ying, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, was also anxious. She kept calling cui Lizhu and 

the two police officers at the scene, but no one picked up. 

Speaking of which, Zhao Yu and Miao Ying had been too careless. They had focused all their attention on 

the famous director, li Feifan, but never would they have thought that the real danger was not li Feifan, 

but his wife! 

Wuuu … 

The sports car sped away, but the traffic in the capital was different from other cities. Although it was 

almost nineo’ clock in the evening, there were still a lot of cars on the road. 

Zhao Yu was driving his sports car, constantly overtaking other cars. It was an extremely thrilling ride. 

Miao Ying saw that the call couldn’t get through, so she turned on cui Lizhu’s GPS to guide Zhao Yu. 

However, after driving for about six or seven minutes, when they were about to reach the scene, Miao 

Ying’s phone suddenly rang. 

“It’s Cui Lizhu!” 

When Miao Ying saw the caller ID, her face lit up and she quickly picked up. 

“Miao … Sister Miao …” Cui Lizhu’s panting voice came from the phone.”Quick … Call an ambulance …” 

…… 

Five minutes later, the Aston Martin stopped in an open space on the capital’s outer ring line, and the 

deafening buzzing sound immediately stopped. 

Zhao Yu and Miao Ying quickly jumped out of the car and ran towards a police car that had crashed into 

the orchard. 

The police car crossed the roadside barrier and rushed into the orchard next to it. After breaking several 

apple trees in a row, it finally hit a thick tree. 

The car’s front bumper was dented, the front cover cracked, and the engine was still smoking … 

“Cui … Cui …” Miao Ying saw cui Lizhu, who was next to the car, and quickly went up to her.”You … How 

are you?” 

At that moment, he saw cui Lizhu and another police officer half-squatting next to the car, and under cui 

Lizhu was a woman in a black cotton suit! 

“I’m fine!” Cui Lizhu first told him that she was safe, then pointed at the woman under her and said 

angrily,”she was just stabbed by this crazy woman!” 

After cui Lizhu said that, the woman under her twisted her body and tried to break free. 



However, cui Lizhu had already tied her hands behind her back and handcuffed them. 

“Still moving?” Cui Lizhu pressed it hard and roared,”damn it! He dared to assassinate a police officer, he 

must be tired of living!” 

“You were stabbed?” Zhao Yu quickly went forward and saw that cui Lizhu’s right shoulder was red. 

“I’m fine …” Cui Lizhu pressed down on the woman and said calmly,”I missed. It’s just a scratch, not a big 

deal!” 

“Oh …” Seeing that Zhao Yu and cui Lizhu had arrived, the police officer who had been squatting next to 

cui Lizhu let out a painful cry, then covered his lower abdomen and crouched down. 

“Hey …” Cui Lizhu was shocked and quickly said to Zhao Yu,”oh no, this colleague is the one who was 

really stabbed!” Oh right, there’s … There’s another one in the car … That one’s even more powerful!” 

“Ah?” 

Zhao Yu quickly opened the car door and saw that there was indeed another police officer lying in the 

car, covered in blood. 

The officer had been stabbed more than once. He was lying in the back seat, writhing in pain. 

Zhao Yu was shocked, and he quickly used the invisible hemostatic agent on the police officer. 

Fortunately, although it looked a little scary, the police officer’s knife wound was not serious. As long as 

the bleeding could be stopped, he would be fine. 

Buzz … Buzz … 

At this time, with the sound of the police siren, another wave of police officers rushed to the scene. 

Immediately after, the ambulance arrived, and the medical staff immediately began to rescue the two 

injured police officers. After Miao Ying took over the handcuffed woman, someone came over with a 

first aid kit and was ready to treat cui Lizhu’s wounds. 

“Here, this is the weapon!” However, cui Lizhu didn’t care about her own injuries. She pointed to a fruit 

knife on the ground and said,”she used this to stab us! This guy is too evil …” 

At this time, Miao Ying had already pulled the woman up from the ground. The woman in the black 

cotton jacket was li Feifan’s wife, the famous movie star Qian Qian Yun Duo er! 

Yun Duo’ er looked at the crowd with an evil expression. Her eyes were filled with resentment, which 

made people shiver. 

Oh … 

As soon as he saw Yun Duo’ er’s expression and eyes, Zhao Yu suddenly felt a sense of familiarity, which 

reminded him of li dan from the lost hand case, Qiu Xinyang from the bank hidden corpse case, Captain 

Dou, han Kuan, and the others. 

Right! 



This was the feeling! 

At that moment, Zhao Yu could almost be sure that he had found the right person! 

Yun Duo’ er was the real murderer of the video murder case! 

The female star was just as Ran Tao had said. Although she had a good figure, she was tall and strong. 

Just from the position of her hands and feet, it was indeed difficult to determine if she was a male or 

female … 

Yun Duo’ er’s face was bruised, and her clothes were not only covered in dust and dirt, but there were 

also many torn and damaged places. 

Cui Lizhu’s hair was in a mess, her shoulder was injured, and she only had one boot left on her. 

From this, it could be seen that the two of them had just experienced an intense fight. So, when Miao 

Ying took Yun Duo’ er away, Zhao Yu quickly asked her what had happened just now. 

“It’s all my fault for not having any experience!” Zhao Yu blamed himself,”did she hear what I said when 

I called you?” 

“I … I don’t think so?” Cui Lizhu replied helplessly,”at that time, I was sitting in front, so there was some 

distance between us! I don’t know what’s going on either. Is that woman crazy? 

“We didn’t know that she had a knife with her. She suddenly attacked us … 

“She stabbed the police officer in the back seat several times, then stabbed the driver. Then, the car lost 

control and crashed into a tree!” Cui Lizhu recalled,”after the accident, she opened the door and ran 

away. I chased after her, but she stabbed me. 

“However, the pilot and I managed to subdue her in the end!” 

Oh … 

Hearing the whole process, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but blame himself, because when Yun Duo’ er 

attacked him, it was exactly when he was on the phone with cui Lizhu. 

Therefore, he still thought that Yun Duo’ er must have sensed something, which was why she had 

suddenly made a move! 

However, this also showed that she had a guilty conscience. She might have realized that her crime had 

been exposed and wanted to escape in a panic, so she attacked the police. 

So, Zhao Yu was now even more certain that Yun Duo’ er was the real murderer, Tao Wu! 

Chapter 1579: The demon beside her pillow (part one) 

  

Twenty minutes later, Zhao Yu drove his cool sports car back to the capital’s police station. After parking 

the car, he went straight to li Feifan’s interrogation room and entered the monitoring room next door. 



“How is it? Did you confess?” “Did Wu Xiumin tell li Feifan about Yun Duo’ er attacking the police 

officers?” Zhao Yu asked Ran Tao. 

“Yes, I am!” Ran Tao nodded happily and did not forget to flatter him.”Boss, you’re really good at this. Li 

Feifan didn’t believe it at first, but after seeing the video you sent and the photos of the injured police 

officer, he completely compromised!” 

“From what he said, he already believes that his wife is the real murderer of the video murder case … 

“You see …” 

Then, Ran Tao pointed to the interrogation room behind the one-way glass, where li Feifan was 

confessing with a depressed look on his face,” 

“I … I really didn’t expect …” Li Feifan pointed at the photos of the victims on the table, covered his face, 

and said,”officer, I only expressed my admiration for these girls in front of Yun Duo’ er. I … I really didn’t 

have any sexual relations with them, really! Not a single one! 

“Um …” After that, he added,”I only had one or two intimate moments with Cao lejiao, but … Nothing 

happened!” 

“She just showed me her figure, hoping that I could bring her into the entertainment industry … 

“People outside think that as directors, we have seen countless beautiful women and stars, and some of 

them would throw themselves into our arms. But they don’t know that we have our own troubles. To be 

honest, I’ve been tired of aesthetics for a long time! 

“I just …” Li Feifan’s face was a little distorted.”I just have a good impression of these girls! 

“But to be honest, I often can’t tell who is who …” 

“Let’s talk about the main point first!” Wu Xiumin said sternly,”what I want to hear is about your wife, 

Yun Duo’ er! 

“According to the information we have, between 1999 and 2006, she killed at least 11 women!!” Wu 

Xiumin asked,”haven’t you noticed anything after all these years?” 

“Did you … Sense anything?” Li Feifan trembled as he thought for a moment and admitted,”I did notice 

it, but I thought it was just a woman’s jealousy. I really didn’t expect it to be so serious! Why would he … 

Kill someone? 

“This is too unbelievable … There’s no reason for it …” Li Feifan covered his face in agitation and could 

not continue. 

The experienced Wu Xiumin did not rush him, but patiently waited for li Feifan to calm down before she 

guided him,””Don’t worry, just tell me everything you know! We’ll make the right judgment. ” 

“Um … I’ll talk, I’ll talk …” Li Feifan reorganized his words before continuing,”Yun Duo’ er was an action 

star. When I was dating her back then, she was cheerful and full of vitality. I was completely mesmerized 

by her! 

“So, I ignored the objections of my family and friends, broke up with my girlfriend, and married her! 



“However, I don’t know if it’s because of the pressure of public opinion,” li Feifan shook his head 

helplessly and said,”after she got married, her personality gradually changed. She was no longer as 

cheerful and lively as before. She became less talkative and always looked like she had something in her 

heart that she couldn’t get rid of … 

“It’s all my fault. I didn’t pay too much attention to it back then. 

“Also, our relationship as husband and wife has always been very good. Although we have lost our 

passion in the past, we still have the work that we love. 

“Acting is a common interest of both of us. In the first few years, she had been running around with me. 

Although she didn’t have a job, she did provide me with a lot of ideas. 

“So, wherever I go, she’ll be there,” li Feifan sighed again, pointed to the photo of the victim, and 

said,”when I met these girls, not only was she with me, but … All of them should have been there!” 

“You guys should know that because of the nature of my work, I often come into contact with female 

stars, actresses, or beautiful girls. These are all very normal things. 

“I know that Yun Duo’ er, who has always been known as the third party, may be a little sensitive or 

concerned about the other women I’ve come into contact with, but … 

“She never had any conflicts with me because of this reason. She never expressed any dissatisfaction or 

quarreled with me! 

“That’s why I always thought that she understood me!” Li Feifan said,”but … Why … Why did it become 

like this?” 

“That is to say …” Wu Xiumin pointed to the photos of the victims and asked,”your wife, Yun Duo’ er, has 

seen all of the victims?” 

“It should be!” “But I’ve seen too many girls,” li Feifan said.”I really can’t remember some of them!” 

“Then let’s talk about what you still remember!” Wu Xiumin reminded him. 

“Okay, for example … Um …” Li Feifan took out a picture of the opera actress, Zhang He, from the 

picture and said,”I remember that in Mei ‘an, Yun Duo’ er and I went to watch this girl perform 

Cantonese opera. 

“I really can’t remember her name! 

“What I can still remember is that when their troupe heard that I was here to watch the play, they 

treated us to a meal after the performance!” Li Feifan said,”at the dinner table, Zhang He sang a short 

cappella for us. Although I didn’t understand it, what could I do in that situation? Of course, I have to 

praise him, right?” 

“Then … What happened after that?” Wu Xiumin asked as she took down notes. 

“And then?” Li Feifan shook his head helplessly.”There was no’ then ‘after that. I never saw that little girl 

again! 



“Um …” After that, he seemed to remember something and added,”at the dinner table, the girl’s leader 

joked that if there was a chance in the future, I should give the girl a chance to show her face in the 

movie! 

“As for me, I just agreed with a smile!” Li Feifan sighed.”These are all just social interactions at the 

banquet. Who can take them seriously?” 

“However, after I said this, I did notice that my wife Yun Duo’ er’s expression didn’t look right!” Li Feifan 

recalled,”she stared at the girl for a long time. That look made me feel very uncomfortable! 

“However, at that time, I thought that she was just a little jealous and didn’t think much about it! After 

that, she didn’t say anything to me and just let it be …” 

“Director li …” At this time, Wu Xiumin stood up, pointed to the things on the table, and said 

seriously,”let’s get straight to the point!” 

“When we showed you the evidence, your reaction was obviously beyond the normal range! So, at that 

time, you should have already thought that the real murderer might be your wife, Yun Duo’ er, right?” 

“Um … I …” Li Feifan hesitated. 

“You chose to remain silent. Did you want to protect her?” Wu Xiumin asked,”director li, please take a 

good look at the girls who were killed. How miserable did they die?” 

“Do you really want to protect a brutal serial killer? 

“Just because she’s your first wife?!” 

“Officer, no, no…” Li Feifan swallowed.”I … I didn’t want to protect anyone. I … I just can’t believe it. It’s 

because she’s my first wife that I … I can’t believe it! 

“If … If you hadn’t shown me these things today, I really wouldn’t have known that things would be so 

serious! 

“I beg you, you have to investigate this in detail. Is my wife really a serial killer?” 

“Director li, we understand how you feel,” Wu Xiumin said seriously.”Please think about it carefully. If 

your wife is innocent, then we need you to tell us everything you know truthfully, all the details!” 

“This way, it’ll be easier for us to find out the truth!” 

“I understand, I’ll definitely cooperate!” After li Feifan nodded sincerely, he picked up a videotape and 

said,”it’s made by HD 

Chapter 1580: The demon by her pillow (part two) 

  

“Team leader …” Just as Zhao Yu was listening to li Feifan’s confession, Zeng ke suddenly came in with a 

piece of information and reported,”team leader Miao has taken Yun Duo’ er to the interrogation room 

next door!” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu nodded and said,”then let Miao Ying start first. Strike while the iron is hot!” 



“This is Yun Duo’ er’s information.” Zeng ke handed the information in his hand to Zhao Yu.”Also, we 

have collected Yun Duo’ er’s DNA and body type information, and we are running tests and comparisons 

now.” 

“I just heard from the match experts that Yun Duo’ er’s physical characteristics are very similar to that of 

the video murder case’s murderer!” 

“Hey, this time it’s definitely not going to run away!” Ran Tao rubbed his palms together happily.”We 

have finally caught the ultimate devil of the video murder case! 

“With so much evidence pointing to her, let’s see if she still dares to quibble. 

“Boss,” Ran Tao urged Zhao Yu,”aren’t you going to interrogate him personally?” 

“No need, Miao Ying alone is enough,” Zhao Yu said, shaking his head.”I just want to hear li Feifan’s 

testimony.” 

“Oh …” Ran Tao agreed, but he still couldn’t figure it out. By right, Zhao Yu should be interrogating Yun 

Duo’ er personally, but he focused his energy on li Feifan instead. 

“Zeng ke,” Zhao Yu said,”go to team leader Miao’s side and help her. Once Yun Duo’ er confesses, come 

and inform me immediately!” 

“Yes!” After Zeng ke agreed, he turned and left the monitoring room. 

At this time, behind the one-way glass in the monitoring room, li Feifan’s news continued. 

“…At that time, we had just gotten married …” Li Feifan recalled with a sense of loss.”It could be 

considered a honeymoon trip! We went to Japan and visited the Tokyo Film Museum and film Academy 

… 

“Then, in a store, Yun Duo er saw the latest Sony camera model, so I bought it for her. It was a PXW 

Z800. It cost 70000 Yuan in Tokyo. 

“The videotapes must be the HD version of the HD hd hd hd version, so we bought a few BCT disc 64. 

The boss saw that we were rich and gave us a discount. Each disc was about 800 Yuan!” 

“Which year was it?” Wu Xiumin asked. 

“Hmm … It looks like 1999,” Li Feifan said,”at that time, the company had just started and we weren’t 

particularly rich. But Yun Duo’ er liked it, so she bought it!” 

“What happened after that?” Wu Xiumin asked. 

“After that …” Li Feifan shook his head and replied,”I was so busy with work that I didn’t pay attention to 

it anymore! 

“It seems…During the Chinese New Year and other festivals, Yun Duo’ er would occasionally take it out 

to film gatherings and whatnot. But after a few years, that kind of video recorder wasn’t very popular 

anymore! 



“But …” As he spoke, li Feifan seemed to have thought of something and said,”I vaguely remember this. 

Not long after my son, xinghong, was born, my wife … I think she asked my assistant, Xiao Liu, to buy 

another videotape from Japan!” 

“Oh?” Wu Xiumin’s eyes lit up, and she asked,”when exactly?” 

“Well …” Li Feifan recalled for a moment and replied,”I think it was in 2004. I can … Oh no, you can ask 

little Liu. He should remember it better than me!” 

“I only vaguely remember that there was such a thing. She said something like she wanted to record a 

video for the child, but I didn’t see her use it after that …” 

“Are you sure you didn’t see it again from the camera and videotape?” Wu Xiumin asked. 

“Yes, I am!” Li Feifan nodded.”Later on, with the rise of digital cameras, I basically forgot about this …” 

Just as li Feifan was confessing, Zhao Yu, who was in the monitoring room next door, turned to ask Ran 

Tao,””Brother Tao, how’s the search going?” 

“I’ve notified everyone!” Ran Tao quickly nodded and replied,”the Liao shuitan mansion that li Feifan is 

currently living in has been searched!” 

“The relevant departments in other cities have also been contacted. They’ll start taking action tomorrow 

morning at the latest. We’ll check all of li Feifan’s properties in the country and not leave a single one 

behind!” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu nodded with satisfaction. He thought that if he could find the camera, it would 

undoubtedly be crucial for Yun Duo’ er’s conviction. 

“Now, let’s talk about the great Moon Bay incident!” In the interrogation room, Wu Xiumin asked li 

Feifan,”do you know that there is a secret room in the basement of your villa?” 

“I know, I know!” Li Feifan nodded quickly.”Actually, it’s not really a secret room. In the beginning, the 

villa’s heating equipment and some electric circuit switches were in there. They were afraid that 

children would be in danger when they entered, so they had been locked up. 

“Later, when the villa was being renovated, new equipment was added, so the house was abandoned!” 

Li Feifan shook his head and said,”I really don’t know what’s in there …” 

“Police officer, the villa in great Moon Bay was indeed the place where we lived for a long time, but it 

was not particularly long. 

“That’s because we were always working in other places and only came home a few times a year. 

Usually, he would hire someone to take care of it. 

“Do you think the real murderer is the people I hired? They set up that secret room and stole the 

cameras and videotapes from my house?” 

When li Feifan spoke, it was obvious that he did not have much confidence. It was obvious that even he 

was not convinced by his own words. 

“Did your wife learn photography?” Wu Xiumin ignored li Feifan’s explanation and continued to ask. 



“She didn’t learn it systematically, but …” Li Feifan paused for a moment and said,”after all, she worked 

with the crew for a long time, so even if she was influenced by it, she …” 

“Okay.” Wu Xiumin nodded, then asked,”now, tell me about your family’s lost car!” The car plate 

number XXXXXX, Honda CR V …” 

“Oh …” At the mention of the car, li Feifan’s face tensed up. He quickly replied,”the car was reported 

missing because the owner was me and I signed it. But you’ll have to ask my wife for the details …” 

“Um … At that time, that car …” Li Feifan struggled to speak,”it was my wife who was driving it! 

“Back then, not long after we attended the Eagle Awards ceremony in Shanghai, I received a call from 

Yun Duo’ er saying that the car was missing! 

“That car has been following us for a long time. It must have run more than 100000 kilometers, so…I 

didn’t pay much attention to it at that time. I just told her to change to another car!” 

“Did you drive that car when you went out of town to film?” Wu Xiumin asked again,”tell me the specific 

service life!” 

“Hmm …” Li Feifan tried hard to recall.”It should have been bought in 2001 and lost in 2006, right?” 

“It took five years, more than 100000 kilometers … That’s right, sometimes when we go to the nearby 

provinces for filming, we do drive that car there! 

“However, most of the time, it’s the assistants who drive …” 

After hearing li Feifan’s confession, Ran Tao, who was in the monitoring room, told Zhao Yu,””Team 

leader, if we can find the car, there won’t be any problems, right? 

“It’s obvious that Yun Duo’ er deliberately lost the car because she had used it to kidnap the victim. She 

was afraid that the car would leave the victim’s message, so she deliberately destroyed it! 

“After that, she was afraid that she wouldn’t be able to answer to li Feifan, so she reported her loss …” 

Zhao Yu didn’t say anything, but just nodded silently. 

“The car was reported lost in Beicang, which means that Yun Duo’ er most likely destroyed the car in 

Beicang!” Ran Tao guessed,”but, it’s a car, after all. It won’t be easy to destroy it, right? 

“In my opinion, there are only three possibilities: Find a place with no one and burn it, dig a hole and 

bury it; If not, he would just throw it into the river or lake! 

“Burning a car will cause smoke to come out, which will be easily discovered. Yun Duo’ er was just a 

woman. It would be too troublesome to dig a big pit to bury the car! 

“Therefore, the possibility of him jumping into the river is the highest. 

“Boss, should we contact BEI Cang and search the nearby waters?” 

Zhao Yu still didn’t speak, but nodded silently. 



Seeing that Zhao Yu was silent, Ran Tao added,”but … I suggest that we wait a little longer. After all, Yun 

Duo’ er has already been exposed!” 

“She attacked cui Lizhu with a knife, so she must be feeling guilty, right? 

“Later, when she confesses, the car won’t be so important anymore …” As he spoke, he looked at his 

watch and said anxiously,”I guess Yun Duo should have confessed by now? Why hasn’t zeng ke come 

back to report?” 

“Team leader, team leader …” As soon as Ran Tao finished speaking, Zeng ke rushed into the monitoring 

room and reported with a depressed look on his face,”team leader, it’s bad! Yun Duo’ er is embarrassed 

and refuses to confess!” 

 


